
FULLY AUTOMATIC
WHEELCHAIR 
SECUREMENT STATION



“I don’t only believe that QUANTUM is going to 
be a game-changer, it’s already a game-changer.”

–Kevin Bunce
Sun Metro Assistant Director of Maintenance

“QUANTUM has not only improved our on-time 
performance, but with Tulsa Transit working 
diligently to move people from para-transit to 
fixed-route service, we see this as a much higher 
level of service for passengers using wheelchairs.”

–Debbie Ruggles
Tulsa Transit Assistant General Manager

“The whole process took under 25 seconds so 
I didn’t feel like I was holding up the bus. This 
bus could have driven a slalom course and I 
would have remained exactly where I was. I felt 
completely safe and secure.”

–Helen Dolphin
Disability Advocate & Journalist

“What I first noticed was simply the thrill of 
boarding the bus, whipping my chair around into 
position, pushing the button and getting secured 
all by myself…it felt great to not have to wait for 
the driver. I felt like I gained back a piece of my 
independence.”

–Emeka Nnaka
QUANTUM User



THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY’S FIRST FULLY AUTOMATIC 
REAR-FACING WHEELCHAIR SECUREMENT STATION

QUANTUM is the only system in the world that gives complete independence to mobility passengers; enabling 
them to secure themselves in less than 25 seconds with the push of a button – and minimal driver assistance.

The EVOLUTION 
of the REVOLUTION
From its inception, QUANTUM has continued to evolve, reacting 
and adapting to the specific needs of transportation providers and 
the unique requirements of mobility passengers. This evolution is 
simply part of the QUANTUM DNA. 

Not Different, Just Advancing
You spoke and we listened. Based on your valued feedback, 
QUANTUM GEN II has incorporated enhancements that 
transit properties asked for most: improvements to installation, 
serviceability...and a giant leap forward in SMART ITS technology.

Setting a NEW Standard
QUANTUM has already forever changed the way the industry 
looks at wheelchair securement. Yet the goal will always be 
to go further. Our mission to make safety accessible includes 
improvements for everyone: developing new and innovative ways 
to enhance the lives of mobility passengers, ease the stress of 
transit operators and lighten the load of maintenance technicians. 
QUANTUM GEN II sets a NEW standard for excellence in 
wheelchair passenger safety solutions...and the revolution has 
only just begun.

Introducing



WHAT’S NEW 
IN GEN II

Faster Installation
NEW simplified plug-and-play connections.

Modular Serviceability
NEW accessible components swap out with ease.

Operator Feedback
NEW audio and visual cues alert system.

Lightweight
NEW system weighs just 83lbs. with mount plate

Intelligent Transportation 
System (ITS) Enabled 
NEW wifi-based SMART ITS capability. 

What is ITS?
And what it can do for you

ITS Technology allows you to integrate the QUANTUM GEN 
II Application Programming Interface (API) with your own 
agency’s operating system.

Real-Time Data
ITS signals provide occupancy data to the operator, the 
mobility passenger, and the transit agency - all in real 
time.  Armed with this data, your agency can get detailed 
insights into ridership patterns, dwell times, mobility seating 
availability and much more.

Endless Possibilities
Extend the capability of ITS in any way you see fit: Develop 
mobile apps for your mobility customers. Setup notifications 
for service. Plan better schedules for more efficient routes. 

With data analytics, you can improve your service and drive 
down operational costs.



MOBILITY RIDERS 
GO FREELY
QUANTUM restores a sense of freedom and 
independence to wheelchair passengers by 
allowing them to secure themselves.

BUS PASSENGERS 
GO FASTER
QUANTUM gives commuters the assurance that 
their schedules won’t be delayed by traditional 
securement slow downs.

BUS DRIVERS 
GO FURTHER
QUANTUM gets your drivers back on the road. 
With independent securement in under 25 seconds, 
your routes get more miles with less curb time.

TRANSIT PROPERTIES 
GO LEANER
With the QUANTUM, less is more. Experience less 
driver training, less product maintenance, less delays, 
less operator injury, and less liability. Keep your 
buses on schedule and your budgets on track. 

REAR-FACING
The Safest Way to Travel

Providing enhanced head and neck protection, rear-facing 
securement is trusted worldwide and proven to be one of 

the safest securement solutions available.

Excessively Compliant
Designed to international standards, QUANTUM is ideal for both new fleet or retrofit applications in bus, light rail and rail. QUANTUM 
meets or exceeds all current and proposed ISO 10865 regulations for rear-facing transit, European directives and the latest ADA and CSA 
revisions. In addition to all of this, it can help systems fulfill the accessibility objectives of the new BRT Standard 2013 for bus rapid transit.

Training for Operators and Technicians
In addition to our world-class service and support, the Q’STRAINT TRAINING AQADEMY offers a comprehensive QUANTUM GEN II 
certification program. These detailed courses will give operators all the necessary tools for confident QUANTUM securement; as well as 
teach service technicians how to take full control of their QUANTUM fleet maintenance.

Totally Compatible
The QUANTUM Securement System can 
be installed in virtually any bus or rail car. 
QUANTUM is fully compatible with all 
existing rear-facing wheelchair station 
backrests and complements current OEM 
stanchions by adding a missing critical 
element: proven wheelchair securement. 
QUANTUM can also integrate with existing 
vehicle electrical and interlock systems to 
prevent the accidental release of a secured 
wheelchair while the vehicle is in motion. 

When you GO QUANTUM, Everyone Benefits:
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